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2018-19 Booking Information

From the desk of

Evelyn Moore

Greetings!
Thank you for your interest in securing the services of N.Ever & Moore.
We’ve had a great few months as newcomers to Atlanta and have been so
very, sincerely thrilled by the warm welcome we’ve gotten. In just a few
short months, we’ve sold out two shows and been featured performers at
nationally known landmarks like Rainy Day Revival, Atlanta Workshop
Players, the Atlanta Braves Stadium and more!
Our success has given us the opportunity to expand our inventory of
curiosities and artifacts into three separate shows: each designed to
allow your venue maximum flexibility and to give your audiences an
experience they’ll never forget. We’re also very excited to announce that
we’ve added an authentic Victorian séance experience to our roster!
In the pages that follow, you will find a breakdown of our 2019 show
offerings including booking information, price breakdown and a few
reviews from other satisfied clients.
We do hope that you will consider us for your 2018/9 entertainment line
up. We encourage you to reach out quickly as our holiday offerings tend to
book quickly, particularly on weekends.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

Yours in spirit(s),

Evelyn X. Moore

Evelyn X.Moore

404-941-0899
neverandmoore@gmail.com
www.neverandmoore.com

2018-2019 SHOW OFFERINGS
N. Ever & Moore are a magic and mentalism duo
based in Atlanta, GA. Their unique blend of magic,
mysticism and storytelling has taken the South by
storm. Their standard show is a whimsical, weird
journey into impossible feats and very, very bad
odds.
At-A-Glance:
Audience Size: 10-1000.
Show Length: 60-90 Min (15 min intermission)
Special Tech: Minimal.
Microphones required for audiences larger than 50.
Rated PG, Recommended ages 12+.

No stage? No problem! Nikolas and Evelyn are
available as unique and innovative walk-around
entertainment as well! N. Ever & Moore will bring
their vintage speakeasy magic to your bar, restaurant
or party to amuse, mystify and astound your guests
with their unique skills in magic, sleight of hand,
and mind reading!
At-A-Glance:
Audience Size: 1-10
Show Length: N/A
Special Tech: None.
Rated: G

This show, revamped for 2019, takes audiences of any size on a journey into
the impossible. Witness the impressive psychic abilities of one Miss Evelyn
Moore while seasoned skeptic Nikolas Ever does his best to disprove her
claims. (As of today, he still has not been able to accomplish this goal).
This mysterious duo will conjure up a world of mystery and illusion with just
a few simple items- pen, paper and ink. With these, Evelyn will illustrate her
intense connection to the spirits and the messages they whisper to her. Your
audiences will have the opportunity to gaze through the veil that separates
the world of logic from the world of the impossible in this unforgettable
evening of mentalism, mind-reading and storytelling.
At-A-Glance:
Audience Size: 10-1000. Show Length: 90 Min (15 min intermission)
Special Tech: Minimal. Microphones required for audiences larger than 50.
Rated PG, Recommended ages 12+.

Victorian Séance

Just in time for Halloween 2019– welcome to N.Ever & Moore’s spookiest
offering yet! You are cordially invited to the parlor of Miss Evelyn Moore, where
spirits walk and unexplained phenomena await you.
N.Ever & Moore are thrilled to transport you back in time, to the height of
Victorian spiritualism, when séance artists across the globe opened their
parlors for evenings full of the mystic, the magical and the mysterious. Fans of
Penny Dreadful, The Alienist or Ripper Street will find themselves at home in this
unique, immersive evening of theatre.

Please note that this show is designed to be performed for intimate audiences (4-20) in
controlled space. For larger audiences or for unique staging quandaries, please reach out directly
we will work with you to craft the ideal performance for your space.
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BOOKING INFORMATION
Our rates start at $1000 for a stage show or $200/hour for walk-around entertainment.
Seances, tarot/tea readings and other ‘sit down’ entertainments are also available.
For details on these offerings or to find an option that works with your organization’s budget, please contact us
directly… we understand that every venue is different and will do our best to work with you to find a solution
beneficial to all parties.
Please note that for audiences larger than 50 or for venues more than 3 hours outside the Atlanta metro area, there may be
an additional performance fee to allow for technical adjustments and/or travel costs. Holiday bookings (particularly
Christmas and Halloween) go extremely quickly- we encourage you to reach out ASAP so as to assure your date and time. .

404-941-0899
Neverandmoore@gmail.com
www.neverandmoore.com

FAQ’s and TECH INFO
MINIMUM TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
For any stage show, a clean, flat*, dry stage of any size larger than 10’x 6’ is acceptable.
We also ask that the venue provide two 6-foot tables and 6 chairs for stage performances.
When working with audiences larger than 50 or spaces more than 20’ deep, we ask for two wireless lav mics.
Lighting requirements: basic wash. Lastly, we ask for a safe, dry place to store props, costumes and valuables
not performing.
Our rates start at $500/show. This includeswhen
a 90-minute
show and the incorporation of your venue’s tasting

BOOKING INFORMATION
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404-941-0899

Are you actually psychic?
Neverandmoore@gmail.com
N.Ever & Moore are actors and any
presentation, show or lecture given by N.Ever & Moore is intended for
entertainment purposes only. Anywww.neverandmoore.com
magic involving alternating lengths of rope, however, is absolutely real.

About N.Ever & Moore
N.Ever & Moore is Atlanta’s hottest new
magic and mentalism duo specializing in weird
and whimsical magic and mind-reading.
Separately, we've performed all over the world,
including the Kennedy Center, DragonCon,
ComedySportz World Championship, The
Georgia Renaissance Festival, the National
Puppetry Festival, and more-- since joining
forces, in less than a year as performance
partners, we've performed with national events
like the Oddities & Curiosities Expo, The
Atlanta Braves, CONjuration, TRICS, and
“Phantasmagoria” as well as several sold-out
shows in the greater Atlanta area.
For more information visit
www.neverandmoore.com

Everyone’s a Critic…
“Simply spectacular, an evening you’ll never forget” - John Walters, Massanutten Resort, Virginia
“What these two can do with a box full of antiques is more impressive than magicians with an entire theatre at
their disposal” - Chris Davis, DragonCon 2019
“I’ve seen mind reading and magic all over the world, but these two manage to turn what could be tired old tricks
into one of the most unique and unpredictable evenings you’ll ever experience” - Javier Garcia, Atlanta, GA.
“There’s still time for you to go to law school if you’d stop fooling around with this magic stuff”
- Evelyn’s actual, real mother.
“I’ve seen them on sold-out stages and working technique on street corners, no matter the environment, they are
engaging, unique and entirely confident in their ability to hold an audience’s attention.”
–Thomas Connors, Marietta, GA.

www.neverandmoore.com
neverandmoore@gmail.com | 404-941-0899

